You have went in one day from implying we were “weak ladies”, to telling me you distribute world war 2
movies, to giving me a history lesson on why the SS were great people.
If this is your concept of complete honesty, I am sorry XXXXXXX. You already know that people are being
divisive. You already know that companies are being attacked for promoting Nazi material. You already
know that organizations are being deplatformed.
Which means – you have absolutely zero regard for the consequences of letting you stack these sites up
in ways that make Hitler look like a great person. Even with the shortcomings in your character, this
would make you selfish beyond belief, and completely incapable of caring about anything else other
than yourself. While you simultaneously lecture us on love in between rants of Supreme Court actions.
You are completely out of touch with your actions, the consequences, and the impact it has on others.
We don’t need it. We don’t want it. We are done discussing it. You have taken enough of our time that
could be used to serve and help others. There is nothing noble about your content and project. It does
nothing to help educate others, or make the world a better place. It simply serves to drive more hate
through intentionally provocative imagery. The type that contact us every day, telling us that Hitler
should have killed them all, due to the content you choose to create and publish. This is what it draws,
like it or not. It destabilizes peace, and has been polarized to the point that you are very much aware of
the emotions it stimulates. You are playing on them, while pretending to be aloof of it.
Understanding some of your personal views as you have shared, the only conclusion that can be made,
is that you are distributing this information on purpose as a bad actor, with the agenda to cause hate,
division, and to sow content that can be used to actually separate others on purpose. We have
witnessed too many individuals and organizations positioning hateful content – all with a cry of
innocence – knowing that they are causing ripples that impact others strategically.
As you are also so caring about freedom and rights, please note as well the lesson here that near
everyone waiving Nazi symbols around fails to grasp: We never lost our own rights to decide not to deal
with whatever we find inappropriate. Often the ones who scream for freedom, are the first to demand
that we in turn give it up.
I had no intention to pass judgment on you. But your letters and communications have a degree of
rhetoric that you are either feigning innocence of, or you are manipulatively delivering on purpose.
We wish you well, and I will ensure we arrange to provide whatever refunds are needed here. This will
be my last correspondence to you, and I’ll request account managers follow up accordingly.

Thank you XXXXXXXXXXXX for your understanding,

